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Abstract – We study spatially indirect excitons confined in a symmetric GaAs double quantum well. We show that the spin polarisation of very dilute gases can be optically imprinted, in both pure and superposition states. In the regime where indirect excitons can be localized, we observe at 350 mK that the excitons spin degree of freedom is frozen with a relaxation time comparable to the coherence time and to the radiative lifetime (~30 ns).
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Over the last decade, the spin degree of freedom of semiconductor excitons has been intensively studied, both experimentally and theoretically. The mechanisms responsible for excitons spin flips have first been identified in the regime where excitons are delocalised. These include momentum scatterings to flip electron spins, energy relaxation in the valence bands to flip hole spins as well as inter-band Coulomb (exchange) scatterings [1–4]. Usually, they lead to short (~100 ps) exciton spin relaxation times [5–7]. By contrast, in the regime where excitons are confined in every direction, e.g. in a quantum dot, the spin relaxation is damped by the quantisation of the excitons momentum and its resulting distribution of accessible energy states. Excitonic spins can then be “frozen” with a relaxation time increased to about 10 ns [8], i.e. an order of magnitude longer than the excitons radiative lifetime (~1 ns), which actually sets an upper bound for spin manipulations. Localized excitons with a long radiative lifetime are in fact among the most promising candidates to develop semiconductor architectures for quantum information science [9].

The lifetime of semiconductor excitons may be directly tuned through the spatial overlap between the excitons constituents. This is notably achieved in electrically biased coupled quantum wells where one enforces a spatial separation between electrons and holes. Thus, spatially indirect excitons are engineered. Here, we show that indirect excitons have a long-lived spin coherence, of the order of the radiative lifetime (~30 ns). This is achieved below a few kelvins in a very dilute regime where indirect excitons can be localized. Thus, we observe that photo-injected electrons and holes have a frozen spin. This allows us to program all-optically arbitrary spin polarizations for indirect excitons, e.g. pure or superposition states. Let us then note that our experiments are performed on a spin ensemble distributed over ≈5 μm. The average spin polarisation is then manipulated at an efficiency a priori limited by inhomogeneous broadening, i.e. by the spatial variations of the effective magnetic field acting on individual spins. We therefore expect our degree of control to be significantly enhanced at the single-exciton level using the appropriate technology [10].

To probe the excitons spin degree of freedom, polarisation-resolved photoluminescence provides a direct and handful approach [1–3]: Photoluminescence results from the recombination of optically active states (|±1⟩), i.e. with a total “spin” (±1). A spin flip of either of the exciton constituents, (±1/2) electron or (±3/2) hole, converts these bright excitons into optically inactive (dark) ones, i.e. with a total spin (±2). This yields a loss of photoluminescence. By contrast electron-hole exchange, i.e. a simultaneous spin flip of both electron and hole, turns a bright exciton with a spin (+1) into a bright exciton with, however, a spin (−1), or vice versa. Individual carrier spin flips as well as electron-hole exchange then control the dynamics of polarisation-resolved photoluminescence [1],
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i.e. of the, | + 1⟩ and | − 1⟩, populations of bright excitons.

The dynamics of exciton spins have been well highlighted in GaAs quantum wells through time-resolved photoluminescence. It has revealed electronic spin flips through a multi-component decay in polarisation-resolved spectroscopy (characteristic timescales are in the range of tens to hundreds of picoseconds [1–3,5]). In coupled quantum wells (CQWs) where electrons and holes are spatially separated, the spin relaxation of indirect excitons has been found very different [11–13]. Experiments have shown that when prepared in a pure state (| ± 1⟩), indirect excitons exhibit a very long-lived polarisation [14] with a time decay that can even exceed the radiative lifetime (∼100 ns), i.e. orders of magnitude more than direct excitons or free electrons [15]. In this letter, we extend this degree of control. We show that the spin of indirect excitons can be prepared in coherent superpositions, i.e. with a linear polarisation such as | H ⟩ ≡ ⟨ |1⟩ + | − 1⟩ or | V ⟩ ≡ ⟨ |1⟩ − | − 1⟩.

Thus, we evidence a regime where the spin degree of freedom of photo-injected electronic carriers is frozen and the excitons spin coherence protected.

Figure 1(a), (b) provides a sketch of our experiments: We study indirect excitons confined in a 50 μm wide disk-shaped electrostatic trap of a symmetric GaAs CQW (the CQW consists of two 8 nm wide GaAs quantum wells separated by a 4 nm Al0.33 Ga0.67As barrier). It is placed 100 nm above a n-doped GaAs substrate serving as ground electrode whereas the strength of the electric field in the plane of the CQW is controlled by the static bias (Vg) applied on the surface semi-transparent electrode located 900 nm above the CQW. In our experiments, electronic carriers are directly injected in the trap using 50 ns long laser pulses (at 4 MHz repetition rate). This pump laser is slightly red-detuned from the resonance of the direct excitonic transition of each quantum well. It is focussed down to ∼ 4 μm and in most of the following experiments the mean optical power is set to 100 nW such that we restrict our studies to very dilute gases. Varying the polarisation of the pump laser we control the spin polarisation of direct excitons injected in the two quantum wells. Energy relaxation then leads to the formation of indirect excitons (fig. 1(b)) with a spin polarisation that can reflect the initial laser polarisation.

Figure 1(c) shows the efficiency at which (+1) spin-polarised indirect excitons are created after a σ+ polarized pump pulse, as a function of Vg. The degree of polarisation, η+ = (Iσ+ − Iσ−)/(Iσ+ + Iσ−) with I(σ+,σ−) being the integrated intensity of the (σ+, σ−) polarised photoluminescence, is measured only in the illuminated region and 10 ns after extinction of the pump laser, as for most of our experiments. Overall η+ ≥ 15% reveals that the spin polarisation is significant and long-lived. In addition, we note that η+ exhibits a non-monotonic dependence with | Vg |: it first increases to reach its ∼ 32% maximum at Vg = −1.7 V, before it decreases for larger gate voltages. This behaviour may first be related to the dependence of the electron and hole inter-well tunnelling with the applied gate voltage: Varying Vg one modifies the tunnelling rate of electrons and holes between the two quantum wells of our heterostructure [16]. The spin polarisation of indirect excitons being only established when the carriers tunnelling time is fast compared to their spin relaxation time, one cannot exclude that the variation of η+ with Vg results from modified electrons and holes tunnelling rates between the two quantum wells. At the same time, the electron (hole) spin relaxation also depends on Vg [1] which hinders the mechanisms ruling the excitons spin polarisation.

To further study the excitons spin polarisation, we analysed the photoluminescence spectra for particular gate voltages, Vg = {−1.4, −1.7, −2.3} V. As shown in fig. 1(d)–(f), these display two components: A high-energy emission due to the recombination of indirect excitons, and a second contribution at lower energy reflecting the interaction between indirect excitons and excess carriers [17].
The latter emission is usually referred to as charged excitons, i.e., that at this particular setting excess electrons interacting with indirect excitons are efficiently isolated, i.e., at the lowest density and bath temperature. In this regime we estimate that the density does not exceed $\sim 10^9 \text{cm}^{-2}$ since we do not resolve any blue-shift of the photoluminescence while the density is increased. Weak intrinsic disorder ($\sim 100 \mu eV$) then prevents excitons from following a continuous bi-dimensional density of states [20,21] and excitons are effectively localised.

Above, we have shown that indirect excitons can be prepared in a pure spin state, i.e., $|+\rangle$. Creating superposition states is more demanding since these require a well-defined phase relation between the two $|\pm\rangle$ spin components, e.g. horizontal and vertical polarisations\( (H) \equiv (|1\rangle + |\rangle 1) \) and \( (V) \equiv (|1\rangle - |\rangle 1) \), respectively. Their successful programmation first implies that a linearly polarised pump pulse allows us to set a linear spin polarisation for direct excitons. While this prerequisite shall be fulfilled \cite{7}, electronic carriers will have to maintain the phase of their spin degree of freedom while tunnelling between the two quantum wells. Thus, indirect excitons can be prepared in a superposition spin state. In fig. 3 we show that this control is achievable: By setting the appropriate linear polarisation for the pump laser, we create horizontally or vertically spin-polarised indirect excitons. Let us note that the programmed linear polarisation does not depend on the crystallographic axis, we actually verified that linear spin polarisations can be imprinted along arbitrary directions solely by tuning the polarisation of the pump laser. Furthermore, the spin polarisation is long-lived since the data in fig. 3 was recorded in the illuminated region, $10 \text{ns}$ after extinction of the pump laser. In \( \phi \) the mean optical was set to 100 nW.

In a subsequent experiment, we measured $\eta_+ \equiv \eta = 6\%$, that directly follows from the efficiency at which we created pure states since $\eta_+ \equiv \eta_+ + \eta_\sigma - |\eta_+ - \eta_\sigma|/2 < 0.25$ for these measurements, see fig. 3(a), (b)). In fact, we observed that the efficiency of our optical programation is bound to $10\%$ for superposition states (e.g. in fig. 2). The experiments displayed in fig. 3(c), (d) nevertheless underline a coherent electron (hole) inter-well tunnelling where spin coherence is preserved, otherwise we could not create horizontal or vertical spin polarisations. Interestingly, we note that
coherent inter-well tunnelling has recently been reported for electrically polarised exciton-polaritons [24].

We assessed the relaxation and coherence times of exciton spins in a last experiment where we monitored the dynamics of the photoluminescence emitted by a (±1) spin-polarised gas, or by a gas with linear (H or V) spin polarisation, in order to infer both the spin relaxation and diffusion, respectively. We performed these measurements in the very dilute regime where we program excitonic spins with highest fidelities. Figure 4 displays our experimental results. We quantify these using the theoretical framework introduced by Sham and co-workers [1]. It is based on a set of rate equations ruling the dynamics of populations in each of the four magnetic levels (the two |±1⟩ bright excitons and the dark ones |±2⟩). These are linearly coupled by individual carrier spin flips as well as electron-hole exchange, at rates ruling the dynamics of the photoluminescence polarisation.

As shown in fig. 4, the excitons dynamics is best fitted with two dominant time decays, namely $T_1$ and $T_2$ for the relaxation of pure and transverse (coherent) spin polarisations, respectively. For our experiments, we deduce $T_1 \sim T_2 \sim 30\,\text{ns} \sim \tau_R$, $\tau_R$ being the radiative lifetime. Within the precision of our fitting routine, we cannot distinguish these parameters with good confidence. Figure 4(a) then confirms that indirect excitons have a long-lived longitudinal spin relaxation [14,15], but more interestingly fig. 4(b) shows that they also exhibit a long-lived spin coherence. The latter property implies that individual carrier spin flips are frozen otherwise coherence would be lost [4]. In fact, we estimate that electron or hole spin flips only occur on a slow timescale ($\gg 100\,\text{ns}$) which cannot be extracted more precisely from our numerical analysis. To the best of our knowledge, such extended relaxation times had not been expected theoretically [25]. Finally, let us stress that the weak degree of linear polarisation does not allow us to extract accurately the excitons spin coherence time (see inset in fig. 4(b)). We observe that $T_1 \leq T_2 \leq 2T_1$ such that we can hardly discuss quantitatively the role of pure dephasing.

To conclude we have shown, in the regime where localisation is important and at sub-kelvin temperatures, that indirect excitons have a spin degree of freedom which is frozen. It can then serve for coherent memory applications, the storage decay time reaching $\sim 30\,\text{ns}$ in our experiments limited by inhomogeneous broadening. At the single-exciton level, e.g. in a sub-micron wide electrostatic trap [10], spin coherence shall then be increased. Combined to more efficient initialisations, this approach could pave the way towards interesting applications in quantum information science.
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